“ASILAK” LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
A multipurpose lightly-armored vehicle with high cross-country ability and maximum
armored protection.
One of the important components of the design of the ASILAK lightly armored vehicle
family is the protection against mines, landmines and firing from small arms in the frontal
or lateral projections.
In order to improve the protection of the crew, the family of ASILAK vehicles has a double
anti-mine bottom and a general armor plating corresponding to the STANAG 2 protection
level.
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PROTECTION
(NATO STANAG 4569 STANDARD)
STANAG 1 ballistic protection:
- M80 bullet (simple) of 7.62 mm x 51 cartridge at a distance of 30 meters at a
striking velocity of 833 m/s or SS 109 bullet of 5.56 × 45 mm NATO cartridge at a
distance of 30 meters at a striking velocity of 900 m/s or M193 bullet (simple) of
5.56 × 45 mm NATO cartridge at a distance of 30 meters at a striking velocity of
937 m/s (direction) of bullet approach: 360° (round).
- Fragmentation protection: detonation of 155 mm high-explosive fragmentation
shell at a distance of 100 m.
- Mine protection: hand grenades, unexploded artillery fragmenting sub-munitions
and anti-personnel explosive devices detonated under the vehicle.
STANAG 2 Ballistic protection:
- Armor-piercing incendiary bullet BZ of 7.62mm x 39 cartridge at a distance of 30
meters at a striking velocity of 695 m/s (direction) of bullet approach: 360° (round)

- Fragmentation protection: detonation of 155 mm high-explosive fragmentation
shell at a distance of 80 m.
- Mine protection: blast anti-tank blast mine (explosive mass: 6 kg explosive
charge): - 2a –mine explosion pressure activated under any wheel or track location
- 2b - mine explosion under center.
- Mine protection (F1 hand grenade – 10 pcs., anti-personnel mine or improvised
ammunition with 0.6 kg TNT)
- Bulletproof capacity of glass (SVD sniper rifle 7.62 mm cartridge 7-BZ-3 with B-32
bullet from a distance of 5-10 meters)
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ADVANTAGES OF MODULARITY
Today the modularity is one of the key requirements specified to almost any modern lightly
armored vehicle (LAV) of military and special purposes.
First of all, this is due to the fact that modularity contributes to better adaptation of
equipment to various application conditions, which affects efficiency and quality of the
tasks assigned. Secondly, the use of modularity allows reducing the lifecycle costs of
vehicles by means of common elements in the design of vehicles – components and
assemblies.
And thirdly, the modularity provides better operational flexibility. In addition, if it is possible
to carry out interchangeability of various functional modules, a lightly armored vehicle
actually turns into a universal vehicle with the widest range of issues to be solved.
Using the modularity in the family of ASILAK lightly armored vehicles sold by LLC “BSVT – New
Technologies” allows having a single base chassis with power unit, transmission,
suspension, engine, driver’s compartment and device for installing functional modules
designed to solve specific problems.
This provides the technical ability to replace the modules in the field by the crew.
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ASILAK SHTS
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE

2350

Modular scheme allows to create plenty of vehicle variants depending on a purpose.
Seating Capacity: 2 Persons
Carrying Capacity: 2150Kg
Laden Mass: 5620 Kg
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ASILAK APC-6
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
The armored vehicle ASILAK APC–6 is designed to support reconnaissance missions.
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Seating Capacity: 6 Persons
Carrying Capacity: 1675Kg
Laden Mass: 7675 Kg
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ASILAK APC-10
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
The armored vehicle ASILAK APC–10 is designed to transport troops safely.
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Seating Capacity: 10 Persons
Carrying Capacity: 675Kg
Laden Mass: 9350Kg
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ASILAK ACV
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
The armored vehicle ASILAK ASV is designed to ensure special tasks.
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Seating Capacity: 5 Persons
Carrying Capacity: 1775Kg
Laden Mass: 5775Kg
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ASILAK CARGO
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
The armored vehicle ASILAK CARGO is designed to transport cargo..
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Seating Capacity: 2 Persons
Carrying Capacity: 2750Kg
Laden Mass: 6600Kg
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ASILAK AMEV
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
The armored vehicle ASILAK AMEV is designed to provide first aid and evacuation of
personnel.
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Seating Capacity: 4 x litter-patients or 6 x ambulatory patients
Carrying Capacity: 850Kg
Laden Mass: 8500Kg
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Multiple launch rocket system “Flute”
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE

LAV «ASILAK»
MLRS “Flute” - 80

CREW, PERSONS: 3
PAYLOAD CAPACITY: 2150
LADEN MASS: 6920
Launch tubes elevation angle: 0º... 55º
Traverse: 70º... 102º
Angle of bypass of the cab: -34º…+34º

LAV «ASILAK»
MLRS “Flute” - 122
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Multiple launch rocket system “Flute”
LIGHTLY ARMORED VEHICLE
Multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) “Flute” is equipped with ACS KG “Alliance”, as well as with
on-board navigation system (NS). Thanks to this, MLRS “Flute” significantly increases the fire
accuracy and makes it possible to operate as part of formation under the united control center.
Full salvo preparation time takes only up to 30 seconds, and the deployment on the ground takes
no more than 60 seconds.
NS provides:
– determination of the current coordinates of MLRS in real time;
– determination of the current angular orientation of MLRS - course, roll, pitch;
– determination of MLRS motion parameters - distance traveled, speed;
– field topographic location and orientation of MLRS;
– MLRS range indication and calculation;
– launch tubes homing from the cabin using the gunner's console
Automated MLRS commander workstation is integrated into the Alliance system and
provides: meteorological, ballistic, topographic and geodetic support; artillery fire control, remote
entry of rocket flight mission data, receiving and transmission of information about the target, target
type data input by the commander, automatic display of the detected target on the electronic map in
the form of a symbol linked to the displayed electronic map
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Vehicle type
Max speed, km/h
Ammunition type

LAV «ASILAK»
MLRS “Flute” - 80

LAV «ASILAK»
MLRS “Flute” - 122

100
unguided rocket S-8 and
modifications

100
unguided rocket M-21OF and
modifications

80
80
1000
3000
400 - 750

122
16
1600
40000
400 - 750

AMMUNITION
Caliber, mm
Launch tubes
Range of fire (min), m
Range of fire (max), m
Rocket flight speed, m/s
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